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Matrix reduction by dynamic finite element method
is a process to reduce the size of stiffness matrix, mass
and damping of a numerical model and to accelerate
structural analysis, resulting in lower costs of analysis. In
general, this method is used in substructure and dynamic
analysis such as free vibration, regular dynamic loading,
and time history. Applying substructures means
concentration of different elements on one element (by
calculating compound stiffness matrix for all sets of
elements). The matrix reduction makes it possible for an
accurate model, such as static stress analysis, to use only
parts with considerable dynamic contribution in dynamic
analysis. These parts are specified with master dynamic
degrees of freedom and reflect the dynamic behavior of
the model. ANSYS program is able to use this method;
the greatest advantage of this method is saving processing
time for lump matrix, particularly in dynamic analysis and
analysis of models with large number of dynamic degrees
of freedom (ANSYS INC., 2009). The situations of master
dynamic degrees of freedom are selected in the nodes with
relatively large mass, relatively high rotational inertia and
relatively low stiffness. For instance, in choosing master
dynamic degrees of freedom of figure 1, relative rotation
is bigger and relative stiffness is efficient. However, in
selecting situation and type of degree of freedom, both
rotational and orbital, modal forms of structure can be
used (ANSYS INC., 2009). In this study, to compare
dynamic behavior of bridge, an accurate finite element
model is designed by the cubic eight-node elements, and
also a finite element model is designed as linear structure
and lump mass. ANSYS 14 software, with special abilities
in discretization methods, is used in numerical modelling
(Wrobel, 1990). ANSYS analytical principles of matrix
reduction, makes lump stiffness matrix more accurate, and
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ABSTRACT: This study follows two objectives: first, determining the effect of defining master dynamic
degrees of freedom on vibrational properties and increase structure analysis running speed, and second,
estimation of response accuracy and vibrational properties of simplified dynamic finite element model of the
bridge by one-dimensional elements and lump masses. After designing simplified model of bridge with nine
lump masses, the estimation error rate in dominated period of the structure is examined in both accurate
model and lump mass. The mass and stiffness matrices derived from analysis of ANSYS software are also
shown. The responses of accurate and simplified models are studied, and it was observed that the simplified
finite element model has reasonable estimation of vibrational properties of the bridge.
Keywords: Concrete Bridge, Dynamic Finite Elements, Mass Matrix, Stiffness Matrix, Master Dynamic
Degree of Freedom, ANSYS

offers approximate mass matrix (ANSYS INC., 2009). In
2008, a program was written that is able to explore mass,
stiffness and damping matrices from ANSYS software. He
also studied the effect of type, number and form of
element in mass and stiffness matrices (Acton, 2008).
Mellal et al. (2007) seismically analyzed the area of multispan bridge using finite element method. In modelling
deck of this simple bridge, some structures have been
used, the bridge deck was modelled using onedimensional elements and the column height is raised to
the center of deck section (Mellal et al., 2007).

Figure 1. The situation of master degrees of freedom of
transform mass (right) and large rotational inertia (left)
Finite element model with distributed mass
Geometrical and mechanical properties of under
study concrete bridge include three continuous spans with
20 meters long considered with two circular profile
columns with diameter of 2 meters, net height of
10meters, special weight of 2,500 kilograms per cubic
meter for reinforced concrete, Young's modulus of
205*10 Pascal, Poisson's ratio of 0.2 and damping ratio of
0.05. Numerical model, direction of coordination axes,
and geometric properties of deck section are indicated in
figure 2. Figure 3 indicates modal forms of structure for
recognition and selection of situation and type of degree
of freedom, including rotational and orbital. The
maximum mass contribution belongs to the stimulation of
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first mode (horizontal movement of deck along the
longitudinal direction of the bridge) (Togan and Daloglu,
2006; Peng and Chen, 2009; Rezaiguia and Laefer, 2009;
Karimi Moridani et al, 2013). In this study, six master
dynamic degrees of freedom are selected. Obviously, as
the number of master dynamic degree of freedom is
considered high, dimensions of stiffness, mass and
damping is more and numerical number is real
representative of structure. For a structure with n degree
of freedom, the matrices of stiffness, mass and damping
are n*n. Obviously, after determination of the mass and
stiffness matrices, frequencies and modes of vibration of
the structure can be easily set and then using the modal
analysis method the dynamic or quasi-dynamic analysis
will be done in structures. For numerical model of
distributed mass, the master degree of freedom is
introduced in two modes, and their mass and stiffness
matrices are derived, as indicated in figures 4 and 5.
Position of degree of freedom is different in first and
second modes. Both modes lead to the formation of
unique mass and stiffness matrices of structure.
Considering the fact that frequencies and vibrational
modes of a structure is independent from position of
degrees of freedom of structure, however, in both modes
the vibrational periods should be equal and the final form
of vibrational modes be similar.

relative stiffness, vibration form of the dominant mode,
and dimensions of structure elements are efficient
parameters of this selection. Stiffness and mass matrices
derived from the software are indicated below with
respect to the defined degree of freedom. To determine the
mass, stiffness and damping matrices in ANSYS software,
the master dynamic degrees of freedom should be outlined
after substructure analysis. Then, the model should be
analyzed to derive required matrices. Comparison of the
values of the mass matrix elements (Figure 4), it is
observed that fifth element in the main diagonal have
great contribution in responses, which according to
definition, represents the generalized force required for
U388-Y degree of freedom to create a single
corresponding acceleration in U388-Y degree of freedom,
that has the most mass contribution in structural response
(Chopra, 1995; Clough and Penzien, 1975). As can be
seen the mass and stiffness matrices are symmetric.

Figure 2.finite element model of bridge and geometric
properties of deck section (ANSYS14 software)
Figure 4. Finite element model of first mode
One of the advantages of dynamic element model
with finite master degree of freedom is that the time
required for modal analysis of bridge,considering all
degrees of freedom of structure, is twice the time required
for analysis of the model with six master dynamic degrees
of freedom.

Figure 3. Vibrational modes of the bridge
Distributed mass models with 6 master degrees
of freedom (first mode)
In this mode, the master degrees of freedom are
considered according to figure 4. High relative mass, low

Distributed Mass model with 6 master degrees
of freedom (second mode)
Since the frequencies and vibrational modes of a
structure are independent from the situation of degrees of
freedom of structures, the second mode is presented to
show change in the values of mass and stiffness matrices
due to the effect of changing the situation of the degrees
of freedom and no perceptible change in response to
seismic loading. In this mode, the master degrees of
freedom are considered as figure 5. Mass and stiffness
matrices derived from the software according to the
defined degree of freedom are indicated in the follow.
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Comparing the values of elements of mass matrix of
figure 6, it is shown that the most contribution in response
in the direction of degrees of freedom is based on the
dominant mode. Therefore, first, third and fifth element of
main diagonal of mass matrix has greater values, but due
to the increase of the number of master degrees along the
deck of bridge, all values are less than the value of fifth
element in the main diagonal.

contribution of mass along the second master degree of
freedom, the maximum mass belong to directions 1, and 5
(along deck of bridge), respectively. Hence, it is expected
this model encounter error in estimation of vibrational
features and structure responses. Since two volume of
mass contribution belongs to lump mass on bridge piers, it
seems that increasing the number of master degrees of
freedom in dynamic finite element model reduces this
error.

Figure 6. Finite element model with linear element and
lump mass (first mode)

Figure 5. Finite element model of second mode
Finite element model with lump mass
To compare vibrational properties of bridge in both
accurate and lump matrix model, columns and deck of
bridge were modelled by linear elements and the total
mass of structure were loaded as lump mass in 9 situation
(figure 6). Beam height modelled instead of deck is at the
balance center of deck section (1.06 m from the seat), that
increases the net height of bridge columns to 11.06 meters
from the ground. Increase of column height has no effect
on lump mass entering to columns. This model has also
reviewed two different modes of degrees of freedom
situation, as shown in figures 6 and 7.
Lump mass model with 6 master degrees of
freedom (first mode)
Columns and deck of bridge are modelled by linear
elements with geometric characteristics of section and has
low mass. However, total mass of structure is distributed
in 9 points as lump mass, as shown in Figure 6. To
stimulate the effect of lump mass, Mass21 element and for
linear members, Beam4 element is used. This element is
used to define spot mass in two- and three-dimensional
spaces. Stiffness and mass matrices of first mode are
indicated in the follow (ANSYS INC., 2009). In mass
matrix of Figure 6, it is shown that the maximum mass
contribution is in elements of second column of main
diagonal. Obtained results are different from contribution
of maximum mass along deck of bridge. After

Figure 7. Finite element model with linear element and
lump mass (second mode)
Lump mass model with 6 master degrees of freedom
(second mode)
The total mass of structure was also lumped in 9 points,
such as lump mass for second mode, except that the
location of the degrees of freedom is different from the
first mode, as shown in figure 7; mass and stiffness
matrices of second mode are also indicated in the follow.
The estimated time period of 9 first modes of finite
element model for both the distributed mass of the first
mode (Figure 4), and lump mass of first mode (Figure 6)
are shown in Table 1. According to Table 1, error of
simplified model with lump mass for the dominant mode
is 18% and the greater errors belong to modes with less
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contribution in structure response. Comparison of period
of modes shows that lump mass model has greater main
alteration than accurate model.
Table 1. Comparison of period of finite element model
Mode no.

Accurate
model
(seconds)

Lump mass
model
(seconds)

Error in
response
(%)

1
2
3

1.08
0.72
0.27

1.28
0.62
0.38

18
14
40

4

0.26

0.29

15

5
6
7
8

0.25
0.24
0.24
0.15

0.23
0.20
0.12
0.11

8
16
50
27

9

0.12

0.10

17
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CONCLUSION
 The running time required for modal analysis of
bridge, considering all degrees of freedom of structure, is
twice the time required for the analysis of model with only
6 master dynamic degrees of freedom, that for models
with very high element and degrees of freedom this time
saving increases.
 However, matrix reduction of ANSYS program
offers accurate lump stiffness matrix and approximated
mass matrix, which is true for this study.
 Simplified model of dynamic finite element with
lump mass has period greater that accurate model.
 Comparison of vibrational features of accurate
numerical model and lump mass indicated that estimation
error of dominant period of structure by lump mass
method is only 10% (period greater than accurate model)
and the larger error value belongs to modes with less mass
contribution that seems response error reduces by
definition of more lump mass.
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